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Part 1: Introduction
The power of traditional news is declining. Newspapers and local television
news stations have entered a bleak period of time in which they are struggling for
advertising dollars and trying to retain an audience that is moving to the Internet.
In the past, experts have suggested that newer media cannot fully replace
older, established communication systems. Film did not kill theater. Television did
not kill radio. With news, innovative thinkers found ways to adapt news to new
media. Newsreels turned to newscasts. Newspaper stories were summarized into
30‐second stories on the television. The Internet has the ability to combine all forms
of media into one place. However, news was not forced to really adapt to the
Internet. Instead, something that is printed in the newspaper can easily be posted
onto the Web. And now, more than ever, broadcast news can do the same thing—
post a video story on the Web and paste the script underneath. Nothing new is
needed— or so people thought.
The problem with this mindset is that the audience wanted more. While
journalists were happy just sticking old pieces on a new medium—like using used
scotch tape to mend a rip— other media companies started innovating and pushing
the boundaries of the Internet. Used scotch tape is not good enough to permanently
fix a rip. It might work for a short period, but after some use, that rip will continue to
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tear. In the same way, other media companies embraced the interactivity that the
Internet was capable of, and by doing that pigeonholed news into an old media that
just didn’t understand the Internet. Until very recently, that’s where much of the
news has stayed. The news industry took a much longer time than most other
industries to adapt to the Internet. It is because of this hesitation that Google and
other non‐news companies have pushed the envelope of new and emerging
technology and its uses and news companies have not (Project for Excellence in
Journalism, 2005).
However, these old, established news media are still trusted online. While
people say they are more skeptical of what the news media says and reports (Pew,
2008), they also continue to trust the Web sites owned by traditional media more
than Web start‐ups such as The Drudge Report (Pew, 2009). These reports only
measure a national audience; thus, only national news sites (such as MSNBC, CNN,
The Washington Post and The New York Times) are really evaluated. These large
companies have invested time and money into their Web sites in the past few years.
They’ve done focus groups and usability testing to ensure that their Web sites are
user‐and‐advertiser‐friendly. They have money to hire Web teams who can create
Web‐only content and interactive elements that supplement stories online.
Many companies that specialize in local or community news do not have the
financial resources to do focus groups and usability. They do not have the money to
hire online‐specific staff or designers for the Web. These news organizations have
less money devoted to the Web site than any other part of the operation. They rely
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almost completely on their legacy news product to produce content and revenue. A
“legacy news product” refers to a news media company’s original product such as a
newspaper or broadcast. These companies’ Web products are based on their legacy
products because the people who produce for the Web are the same people who
produce for the legacy product. The legacy product is also, currently, the source of
most revenue for the company. The popular blog 10,000 Words cited 10 reasons
why “online news sites suck.” That list included long text stories, multi‐page photo
slideshows, lack of links to other resources, and poor Web design in general (Luckie,
2009). In addition, many of these sites use the Web as a dumping ground for content
that is already published in their traditional formats.
Local news operations are struggling much more than the big, national
companies. In a March 2009 survey by Pew, only half of respondents said they
believed that losing their local newspaper would hurt civic life in their community
“a lot.” “Many of those who say the closing of the local paper wouldn't make much, if
any, difference in their communities note that there are other news sources
available or criticize the newspaper's quality” (Pew, 2009).
This quality crisis for local news has a lot to do with the Internet. The amount
of people who rely on the Internet for news has jumped considerably in the past
four years (Pew, 2009). While more people are going online to search for news,
community news sites have not changed much. Many of these sites are aesthetically
unmaintained and hard‐to‐navigate, making a difficult user experience. According to
Jakob Nielsen, in his book Eyetracking Web Usability (2009), “only a person who
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really needs something on a particular site will grin and bear it through an
unpleasant user experience.” Also, for most of these community news sites, the
content is used in the newspaper or broadcast also, thus making the content
redundant by the time the user sees it online. This could cause audience members to
go to other sources for news about their community.
Larger media institutions such as CNN.com or MSNBC.com have invested
time and money into staying current with online trends. However, mid‐sized and
small newspapers and local television stations, which comprise most of the
traditional news sources in existence, have been less adamant about updating the
look and capability of their sites. To diminish the decline of local news, local media
outlets should focus more attention on the aesthetics and content of their sites and
the expectations of their audience online.
These local news organizations generally do not use multimedia or
interactive elements such as video or Flash‐based presentations, which garner the
unique qualities the Web has. This analysis aims to identify factors that contribute
to the effectiveness of local news’ use of the Web.
To start an analysis like this, it is important to first look at prior research in
the area of mediated communication to define why specific types of stories are best
told with specific media. The analysis also requires a look at research in Web design
and usability, as these factors also contribute to the overall experience a user of a
Web site has when consuming news online. Part 2 will survey some of the research
done in this area, as well as show the need for an analysis such as this one. Part 3
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discusses and explains the method of this content analysis. Part 4 explains the
results of the analysis and applies them to community news Web site development.
Part 5 discusses the limitations of the study, the implications for the community
news, and the need for future research.

Part 2: Literature Review and Need for Analysis
Most major news media organizations have been slow to incorporate new
technology into their business models. As Pavlik (2008) wrote in his book Media in
the Digital Age, “Like cautious penguins, media executives most commonly prefer to
let others test the waters first rather than risk diving in and becoming a quick meal
for a killer whale.”
Unlike most industries, news organizations put only a small portion of their
budgets into research and development. It is for this reason that Google and other
non‐news media companies have pushed the envelope of new and emerging
technology and its uses (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2005). The media and
technologies used to disseminate news affect the types of news that an audience
receives, as well as the types of news that a news company generates (Pavlik, 2008).
The importance and influence of mass media should not be underestimated.
According to Snow (1983), mass media are used in four ways: First, as a source of
information about topics that are relevant to the sender and receiver; second, mass
media provide information about society and culture— the appropriate way to
behave, the proper perspective, general common sense and knowledge; third, mass
media is a trusted source for reliable and credible information; and “finally, there
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are vicarious and overt interaction networks within the media industry and
between the audience and the medium.”
News is disseminated through several forms of mass media. Newspapers,
magazines, film, television, radio, online and mobile devices, are just a few of the
media used to spread information and ideas. This analysis focuses on newspapers
and the Internet specifically; however, it does provide some context for other areas
of the news industry.
Studying the meaning of communication media, Berlo (1960) held that it was
possible for a medium of communication to be a causal determinant or factor in the
communication process, and he specifically argued that the medium is “a carrier of
messages.” When the sender and receiver use a medium to mediate communication,
the medium will actively determine what is being communicated and the
effectiveness of the communication (Berlo, 1960). Krugman (1971) also noted that
the medium conveys its own sense of reality. Reading a print product, such as a
newspaper, is more interactive than watching a television program. The “passive”
activity does not require any introspective thought process, and thus people do not
necessarily link the content of the program to their own lives (Krugman, 1971).
When talking about news and media used to disseminate news, this can be
interpreted to mean that a story in the newspaper will send a different message and
a different sense of reality than the same story on the television, radio, or the
Internet (Snow, 1983). Each medium seems to stimulate specific senses and ideas
for most American audience members.
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When Gutenberg’s printing press was invented in the 1440s, the impact of
the written word became more prevalent than ever before because information
could reach the masses more quickly than before. The written word, because of its
reliance on visual perception, emphasized people’s reliance on the visual.
Snow (1983) noted that the newspaper became an iconic institution in
society as a credible source for news. The newspaper represented stability, as its
basic layout had gone unchanged for a hundred years. It also represented
democracy in that it maintained the role of “watchdog” in American society.
Democracy is dependent on an informed citizenship, and the newspaper helped fill
and provide that role. Snow (1983) wrote the printed word is “a special inflection
device itself. Words in print have a formality in appearance that lends a large degree
of credibility or an official air to the subject...In this sense, an inflection device that
newspapers have established in the minds of the public is the belief that newspaper
copy has an official appearing reality.”
A story in the newspaper, because of its “formal” appearance and stability
offers a concrete form of communication. The story cannot be changed once it is
printed in the newspaper, giving it a sense of trustworthiness. When published
online the same story is perceived as easily manipulated and not as stable. There is a
direct correlation between the amount of news received online and the decline of
believability of news (Pew, 2008; Pew, 2009). Despite this correlation, one Poynter
study found that audience members trust information on a Web site owned by a
newspaper or television station more than information printed or broadcasted
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through traditional media outlets (Post, A., Adams, J., Cortese, J., Heald, G, & DuBard,
J., 2009).
Levinson (1999) said that one of the attractions of newspapers, books and
other printed products is that the words are stationary and stable. The Internet
relieves problems of slow communication, gatekeeping and shutout of alternative
ideas (Levinson, 1999). The fluidity of the Internet also enables easy manipulation
by users, creating believability problems for the audience.
Photographs initiate the same experience as written stories. The iconic
nature of the still image is a major factor in the success of photojournalism. Some of
the most memorable moments of history can be identified though news
photography— the flag raising at Iwo Jima, the mushroom cloud over Hiroshima,
the protester in Tiananmen Square, and the World Trade Center towers standing for
the last time, to name a few.
Helfand (2001) wrote that the still picture can provoke and stimulate a
person by challenging his or her perception of authenticity. “The relationship
between the human memory and the tenacity of images cannot be underestimated.”
She also noted that despite emphasis on moving pictures and film, the images
people tend to remember are still. The movement to digital photography—and the
ease of its manipulation— has shifted the reality that people once associated with
photographs (Pavlik, 2008). The filmic image gives an arbitrary reality because the
audience has “a perverse habit of assuming that the way they think you are
communicating is the way that you intended to communicate. As far as they are
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concerned, the message they get is the only message there is to perceive” (Hampe,
2007). Reality, as Bazin (1967) remarked, is fragmented by camera angles, framing,
points of view, and other cinematic techniques to create a meaning that might not
have originally been there.
Shelton (2004) listed several advantages and disadvantages to using video.
First, he wrote, video is a visual medium and it is multisensory, “This multisensory
quality, with the right mix of sight and sound portends maximum opportunity for
optimizing communications and engendering empathy in our audiences.” However,
video has the disadvantage of forcing a linear storyline. As Shelton (2004) explained,
video in traditional formats must be seen from start to finish in that order for a
viewer to really gain the meaning of the narrative. “There’s no time for reflective
thought, for review of difficult sequences, for detailed scrutiny of complex visuals, or
for discussion. Too much information is lost and cannot be retrieved...Film/video’s
linearity reduces significantly its overall effectiveness in teaching cognitive and
perceptual motor skills.”
Television programs attract and retain an audience based on stereotypes,
entertainment, drama and ideal norms of the middle class in America (Snow, 1983).
The personalities and characters on television that people are most comfortable
with are the people who are middle‐of‐the‐road, with the same values and morals
that the middle class shares (Snow, 1983). Television entertainment uses drama to
draw the audience and capture its attention. Snow (1983) remarked that this drama
factor also seeps into news programming:
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Network news is dramatic in several respects. First, the anchorperson
projects a serious and authoritative demeanor that apparently only middle‐
aged people can carry off successfully. Credibility is also dramatically
emphasized by staging the newscast inside the newsroom. Background music
enhances the serious atmosphere, the rhythm and tempo speech are matter‐
of‐fact, story length is short, and almost every news event has film and
graphics to emphasize visually the drama. Today there is little difference
between a network newscast and the entertainment format used in theater—
both employ dramatic staging techniques to frame their subject matter. By
contrast, local newscasts in the seventies used a comedy framework called
“happy‐talk.” Newscasters bantered back and forth with short quips, there
always seemed to be a remote minicam report with some eccentric character,
whether forecasters dressed in clown suits, and the newscast always ended
with a humorous bit of irony. Sometimes it seemed the only straight
reporting occurred on the sports segment.
Television reporters are seen as the ideal. They are truth seekers who will
stop at nothing to find out the truth and seek justice for the innocent. Local news
broadcasts offer to assist people in the community who feel they have fallen victim
to a wrongdoing. The reporters on 60 Minutes are best known for their exposés of
corrupt politicians and business people. However, Snow (1983) warned that
television news, because of its drama and intensity, can lead to what he calls an
“unquestioned trust.” Anchors appear to be experts on the subjects they report
because of this authoritative requirement for television. However, television news
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people are not initially hired based on their expertise in journalism. They are hired
for their ability to write short, dramatic stories that can capture the attention of the
mass audience. (This is not to say that successful television news anchors and
reporters are not high‐quality journalists. Quite the opposite is true in many cases.)
More people are reaching to the Internet to find news and information (Pew,
2009). What is truly significant about the Internet is its ability to allow immediate
two‐way communication, like the telephone. Unlike many previous media, the
Internet allows users to browse, review, scan, fast‐forward, etc., at their own pace.
This provides the platform for the possibility of truly non‐linear storytelling
(Shelton, 2004). Shelton wrote that the interactivity associated with the Internet
provides the user with a message of control because it can be self‐paced, allowing
more time for comprehension. The Internet, Shelton said, gives a multisensory
experience, which again engenders empathy and optimizes communication.
However, unlike other forms of two‐way communication, the Internet allows a
message to be sent and received by a mass audience, thus making it a unique
medium.
Newscasts on demand have changed the way television news is
disseminated. A news consumer can watch stories from the morning newscast
during lunch. The use of streaming video on the Internet and World Wide Web has
enabled a new kind of news consumer who seeks information on his time, not on the
set schedule of the television station.
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As with video‐on‐demand, the Internet has also changed the way news is
disseminated. The first newspaper to start publishing online was the Columbus
Dispatch in July 1980 (Shedden, 2010). By 1982, The Washington Post, The New
York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle, and eight other Associated Press
newspapers had partnered with CompuServe to provide news online via VideoTex
(Shedden, 2010). Broadcast stations also started posting text stories online at this
time. It wasn’t until 1991, when Apple developed QuickTime, that video could be
posted online (Lawton, 2000). QuickTime allowed users online to post video;
however, users had to download the video to view it. Only in recent years has video
become popular on the Web. This trend can be attributed to streaming capabilities
and shorter download times caused by a faster connection to the Web.
Levinson (1999), playing off of McLuhan’s descriptions of the electronic age,
said the Internet, because of its massive appeal, provides people with a more rich
experience. He proposed that the Internet, because of this richness, can provide a
“fuller and more accurate understanding of reality.” As with written stories and
photographs, anything on the Internet can be perceived as phony or manipulated,
leading to an issue of trustworthiness and believability for online news.
If we come to know someone online, even see photographs or live video
images of his or her face, we still do not know with certainty various aspects
of that person which we could perceive in an instant in an in‐person
encounter: the photo or even video image, for example could be phony.
(Levinson, 1999)
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The reason for the perceived disconnect between the newspaper story
printed on paper and the same story on the Internet is that anyone can publish
whatever they’d like about whatever they want online, no matter their expertise,
education, culture, gender, age, or ethnicity. The Internet, in this way, can be used as
a representation of democratization. The online format also enables anonymity,
which in turn, provides people with freedom. It also gives them the opportunity to
lie, distort, and lead people in a direction that could be considered wrong.
The Internet has changed the business models of all news companies. While
at one time traditional media relied completely on advertising revenue for their
legacy products, now companies are working to find ways to make their Web sites
more profitable with several advertising strategies. The once‐loyal audience
members who would read the newspaper every day at home are now reading it
online for free at work and they are checking often for new information. The news
company, in turn, should be working harder to provide news faster to accommodate
this new breed of news consumer. “Online news has created an environment in
which speed and currency often take precedence over accuracy, fact checking, and
multiple sourcing” (Pavlik, 2008).
Interest in news is higher than ever according to the 2007 Poynter
Eyetracking study (Quinn, Stark, & Edmonds, 2007). Previous research provides a
base of information about the news media and how the Internet has changed the
news. However, very little research has been done concerning community news
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online. This study aims to fill that void by analyzing two local news Web sites for site
design and content online.
There is no handbook, no test, for which people in the news media can use to
create an effective communicative experience on their Web sites. Within the realm
of news, the problem of misuse of media creates confusion and frustration for a
sophisticated online audience. The audience for many of these news sites is filled
with people who regularly surf the Internet. They know what to look for to identify
professionalism and reliability, and thus credibility, within a Web site. These news
sites lack the aesthetics and media usage to constitute credibility upon initial
contact. This analysis provides a starting point for these site operators.

Part 3: Method
According to Nielsen (2000), usability is the measure that determines
whether a site gets customers or not. “Web users exhibit a remarkable impatience
and insistence on instant gratification If they can’t figure out how to use a website in
a minute or so, they conclude that it won’t be worth their time. And they leave.” This
analysis uses usability studies for much of the basis of the research.
This study analyzes Web sites owned by two newspaper‐oriented companies
because newspapers have been disseminating information on the Web longer than
other traditional news companies such as those in television and radio (Sheddon,
2010). Previous research has shown that traditional community news companies’
primary focus is their legacy product. The Web sites owned by these companies
suffer because the Web comes second. These companies hire reporters who write a
story for the newspaper. That story is then published online, unchanged. In many
cases, the reason for this is a lack of time, staff and financial resources. Companies
whose primary product is the Web site deliver a product that is more immediate,
engaging and informative to their online audience.
To show this tendency, two local news Web sites were selected for analysis
over three random days during a ten‐day period. This study employs content
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analysis to analyze and interpret correlations between the two sites. According to
Krippendorff (2004), “Content analysis is a research technique for making replicable
and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their
use.” This research technique gives the researcher an objective, systematic, and
replicable method to analyze texts and other “meaningful matter” such as art,
images, maps, and signs (Krippendorff).
The content analysis method is best for this study because it is used to
describe trends in communication content, to compare media, and to construct
communication standards (Krippendorff, 2004). The purpose of this study is to
describe possible trends in community news Web site aesthetics and content, to
compare two community news Web sites, and to construct standards based on the
patterns and trends utilized by the two companies.
The first of the two sites (www.TheHeraldBulletin.com) is that of a small
newspaper located in a city of 56,000 people in Indiana. The 20,000 circulation
newspaper is owned by a small media conglomerate. The Web site uses the same
template as 75 percent of the 130 news Web sites the company owns throughout
the United States, thus making it a good representative of the sites owned by the
company.
The second Web site analyzed in this study (www.annarbor.com) is the
source of local news for a city of about 114,000 people. The site replaced the daily
newspaper that was once the only source for daily news in the city. According to
newspaper articles about the closing of the newspaper, The Ann Arbor News had a
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daily circulation of about 48,500. The Ann Arbor Web site was designed by Advance
Publications to represent the future of online newspapers. The site replaced the
120‐year‐old newspaper as the sole daily news provider in the city. According to the
publisher Laurel Champion, the newspaper closed because of revenue loss, saying
the business model was “not sustainable” (Knight, 2009). The closing of The Ann
Arbor News was the first time a city as big as Ann Arbor would go without a daily
newspaper. Other newspapers throughout the country have started printing fewer
days a week or have gone online‐only because of the changing media environment
in the United States as well as the country’s economic woes.
Out of the more than 1,400 newspapers in existence in the United States,
90% are considered mid‐sized or small (Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009).
Researchers have differing views as to what constitutes large, mid‐sized, and small;
however all measurements are based on circulation. The Associated Press Managing
Editors, when awarding newspapers for accomplishments, divides newspapers into
three categories: small newspapers are those with a circulation of up to 39,000;
mid‐sized newspapers are those with a daily circulation between 40,000 and
149,999; and large newspapers are those with a circulation of more than 150,000
(APME). Based on these classifications, the site for The Herald Bulletin would
represent that of a small newspaper company and the site for AnnArbor.com would
represent a medium‐sized newspaper company.
Both sites were viewed in the midst of morning peak traffic hours. According
to the online manager of TheHeraldBulletin.com, peak morning hours for each site is
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from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. every weekday (J. Schneider, personal communication,
February, 23, 2010). Schneider said the news site hits another peak around noon. At
AnnArbor.com, the peak traffic hours are from 8 a.m. to noon every weekday (A.
Nash, personal communication, February 23, 2010). The days were chosen
randomly from a two‐week period. Days analyzed were weekdays, as to show the
site during high‐traffic days. Generally, news Web sites have similar traffic patterns
on weekdays, but the traffic drops dramatically on the weekends. Also, both
companies have smaller staffs on the weekends, which can affect how much news is
posted online during those days.
For the three days, the sites were viewed between 11 a.m. and noon. By
analyzing the sites at this time, one site was viewed in the midst of its high‐traffic
time and the second site was viewed immediately after the peak times. Viewing
them at the same time ensured the study would be consistent. Specifically, if a major
news event had happened during the study period, analyzing both sites at the same
time would keep results comparable. Both sites have automatic timestamps on
stories to indicate when they are published online. Each sites’ top ten stories were
analyzed during these times. The top ten stories were determined by their
proximity to the priority spots on the page. Only the stories on the main page were
analyzed because the main page is a conglomeration of the stories from the other
pages on the site. Also, the main page is likely to change more often.
This content analysis compares the two sites based on general, content and
usability standards outlined in previous research. Through the decades, people have
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created standards they use to determine whether a newspaper or a traditional
broadcast newscast is reliable and credible. Individuals will evaluate news sources
differently based on demographic, social and psychological factors (Alexander &
Tate, 1999). However, Alexander and Tate list five specific standards essential to
the evaluation process— whether for traditional media or for online media. These
are
•

Authority: the extent of expertise the author or organization has over
the topic at hand.

•

Accuracy: the extent of quality of truth and preciseness within the
context of the Web site, as well as the freedom of error within the
copy on the site.

•

Objectivity: the representation of facts in an independent, fair and
accurate manner, without much opinion or other biases.

•

Currency: the identification that the information on the site is current
and up‐to‐date.

•

Coverage: the depth of reporting about the particular topic on the site.

In news, these points could include elements such as the inclusion of the
name of the author and organization responsible for the content on the Web page;
the date and time the page was last updated; clearly labeled opinion writing;
frequent updates; and an indication that editors or fact checkers have reviewed the
information provided (Alexander & Tate, 1999). While Alexander and Tate provide a
starting point for evaluation, they do not go in‐depth with their analysis of
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evaluating news content on the Web. One of the reasons for this could be because
the Web was still a relatively new concept to most of the public in 1999.
Successful Web sites are easy to use, following basic usability standards.
Nielsen and Pernice (2009) identified priority spots on Web pages, where the most
important information for the user should be located. The highest priority spots are
generally in the upper content area, below the global navigation. This is where Web
users generally look for information first.
Content is as important as usability when it comes to Web sites. Content that
is consistently hard to understand or inaccurate will drive users away from the site.
Pavlik (2008) outlines four forms of content for digital media:
1. “Repurposed content using a traditional media design or model.” The
content is produced for the traditional delivery system, but instead is
delivered via the Internet or other digital delivery system such as
mobile devices. This might include a news article that is taken
directly from the newspaper and not changed at all for the Web site.
2. “Repurposed content featuring a design unique to digital media or
online environment.” This might include a newspaper article
unchanged for the Web, but it has hyperlinks in it.
3. “Original content based on traditional media design or model.” This
would include an online‐only story for a newspaper or news
broadcast that is written as if it were going to be printed or
broadcast.
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4. “Original content featuring a design unique to a digital media or
online environment.” This kind of content would include blogs,
interactive content, or video with hot spots (i.e. embedded links or
other media objects such as high resolution images).
The fourth form of content is what Pavlik says represents the future of
media. Media organizations are increasingly adding this type of content onto their
Web sites to “engage the next generation of media user. Moreover, appetites for a
more interactive and customizable journalism are emerging in which traditional
news media face a somewhat dubious future, with audiences for traditional news
media forms dwindling” (Pavlik, 2008).
Today’s news readers seek direct contact between themselves and the
journalists who report the news. From commenting on stories online to adding to
stories on wikis and blogs, the idea of interaction between the consumer and the
producer has become a norm for many news organizations. “By engaging sources
and audiences in a daily dialog, whether online or off, (news organizations) can
improve the quality of their reporting and reestablish themselves as central to the
democratic process in the United States and around the world” (Pavlik, 2008).
According to Nielsen and Pernice (2009), images online capture people’s
attention when they are high contrast and high quality; cropped rather than scaled
to fit a small space; easy to interpret, not excessively detailed; and related to the
content of the page. Conversely, people ignore images online that are low contrast
and low quality; too busy for the space; look like advertisements; boring; and
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unrelated to the content on the page. The Nielsen and Pernice eyetracking study
found that people are more likely to look at an image that relates to the content on
the page than a generic one or one that adds little value to the page. “When reading a
CNN article about smugglers who forced Somali refugees from their boats into
shark‐infested waters, people looked at the image of the boats that accompanied the
article. Some looked at the boats a few times” (Nielsen & Pernice, 2009).
According to Nielsen and Pernice (2009), people look for specific design
standards on the Web such as a logo in the upper‐left corner of all pages, a
navigational menu across the top or along the left, a Home button in or near the
menu on the far left, and an open search field on the upper‐right of the page. Web
pages that are “cluttered or difficult designs make people less likely to find what
they want. Only a person who really needs something on a particular site will grin
and bear it through an unpleasant user experience” (Nielsen & Pernice, 2009).
Nielsen and Pernice (2009) also report that some content created for another
medium, such as television, is not great to experience on the Web. The example
Nielsen uses is a video of a person talking about Hurricane Katrina rescue efforts on
CNN.com. A user of the CNN site looked at the doctor talking, but then his eye
traveled to other parts of the page while he still listened to the video. Generally,
people become bored with “talking head” videos but will continue listening to the
video if they are interested in the topic (Nielsen & Pernice, 2009).
A video, such as the trailer for the Harry Potter movie The Goblet of Fire,
translates well to the Web because the quality is high and the subjects appear
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mostly in the middle and the content is fast‐moving and exciting (Nielsen & Pernice,
2009). If people choose the video content to watch, such as a television show or
well‐produced movie trailer, they will watch the entirety of the production.
Instructional animations also receive a great deal of attention, according to the
eyetracking study.
A major advantage the Internet has over a traditional newspaper is
immediacy. Journalists can provide information and news in a timely manner,
updating stories as they happen rather than waiting until the next press time
(Gunter, 2003). Web site designers and online marketers agree that updating a Web
site frequently is necessary to maintain a relevant site to users. Fresh content helps
Web pages rank high on search engines such as Google and Yahoo. New content also
shows an audience that the site is current and worth returning to. If a site operator
wants users to return daily, then he must update the site daily. If users should
return more than once a day, then the site should be updated more than once a day
(Websource, 2009).
According to Pew (2009), many people would not care if their local
newspaper were to shut down completely. However, the same study showed that 41
percent of those surveyed got their local news from the newspaper, and about 48
percent said they got their local news from the newspaper and its Web site. Online
users can find national news at several other sites such as CNN.com, MSNBC.com,
and WSJ.com. The local newspaper and the local news television station are
sometimes the only place where people can get news about the community they live
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in. Online the newspaper’s Web site should serve the same needs by providing local
content. According to one survey from 1999, users of news Web sites seek local
news from local news Web sites (Phipps, 1999). Local news was valued more than
any other type of content including weather, national, and the classified
advertisements. For newspapers with a circulation of less than 250,000, the
importance of local news jumped almost 30 percent (Phipps, 1999).
Based on this research, this analysis will consider the following hypotheses:
H1: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site will more
often post the most important information in the priority spots of the page
than news organizations whose Web site is not the primary product.
H2: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site will provide
pictures that pertain to the specific story more often than news organizations
whose Web site is not the primary product.
H3: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site will produce
videos that are fastpaced and capture the attention of the user more often
than news organizations whose Web site is not the primary product.
H4: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site will update
their site more frequently during peak hours than a news organization whose
Web site is not the primary product.
H5: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site will produce
more specifically local content for the site than news organizations whose
Web site is not the primary product.

Part 4: Results of the Analysis
R1: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site more often
post the most important information in the priority spots of the page than
news organizations whose Web site is not the primary product.
After reviewing the main page and the top ten stories (based on placement
on the page) of both sites, results show that both news organizations placed the
same types of information in the priority spots on the page. As noted earlier, the
priority spot on the page is in the upper content area, below the global navigation
(Nielsen & Pernice, 2009). Each day, the news was showcased in this spot on the
page. Part of this can be attributed to consistent design.
Generally, a newsroom bases its news hierarchy on several news
characteristics such as timeliness, proximity, conflict, prominence, effect and
novelty. These characteristics are used to decide what stories are newsworthy and
where the stories will be placed in the newspaper or in the broadcast. Based on
prior work experience with The Herald Bulletin and AnnArbor.com1, both
organizations use similar systems to decide what is a top news story both in the
print version and the online version.
Online, both sites used time‐based systems to present the news, thus the
general news hierarchy was displaced. However, AnnArbor.com did place some

I worked at The Herald Bulletin as a staff reporter from May 2007 to August 2008. I worked at
AnnArbor.com as an intern during July and August 2009. The work experience I’ve had with both
organizations was a factor in the choice to use these organizations as case studies for this analysis.
1
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emphasis on the stories that the people in the newsroom thought were most
newsworthy. These stories were positioned at the top of the priority spot. While the
top news for The Herald Bulletin was completely time‐based, the most important
news for AnnArbor.com was divided from the rest in a “Top News” section at the top
of the page, then under that was a section called “Today in Ann Arbor” that featured
a time‐based system of sorting stories. By doing this, the staff at AnnArbor.com is
implementing some of its journalistic training and expertise by helping users decide
what stories they should read based on news values and characteristics.
Part of a journalist’s job is to relay information that contains context around
a particular event or trend so the story pertains to the average audience member’s
life. Lists of funerals or events do not perform this action. These lists—while they do
provide timely information— do not contain context or other journalistic
characteristics. The time‐based system moved items such as lists of events and
funerals for each day into the top ten listings. While these lists do exhibit some of
the news values, they are not what many consider to be news by a standard
definition.
Table 1
Types of Items Posted During Peak Hours
Sites
Site 1 (THB)
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Total
Site 2 (AA)
Day 1
Day 2

News Article

Other

Total

7
8
8
23 (76.7%)

3
2
2
7 (23.3%)

10
10
10
30 (100%)

8
9

2
1

10
10

30
Day 3
9
1
Total
26 (86.7%)
4 (13.3%)
THB= TheHeraldBulletin.com, AA=AnnArbor.com

10
30 (100%)

Both sites featured articles that were just lists of events or something similar
(arrests, births, etc.). These types of items comprised about 23% (7) of the 30
stories analyzed on TheHeraldBulletin.com during the study period; they comprised
about 13% (4) of the 30 stories analyzed on AnnArbor.com during the same period.
Based on this information, the results show that while both sites use similar
systems to sort news online, the news organization whose primary product is the
Web site does present the most important information— in the sense of news
values and characteristics— in the priority spots on the page more often than the
site of an organization whose primary product is the newspaper. Not only does
AnnArbor.com use some hierarchy for newsworthiness on its site, but it also uses
more of its priority spots on the page for news rather than informational items.
R2: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site provide
pictures that pertain to the specific story more often than news organizations
whose Web site is not the primary product.
According to research, images that appear on sites should be directly related
to the ideas that a page is trying to convey (Nielsen & Pernice, 2009). According to
the study by Nielsen and Pernice, people look at images online that are unrelated or
somewhat related to the page only 14 percent of the time. However, images that
were related to the content were looked at 29 percent of the time (Nielsen &
Pernice, 2009). In news, visual journalists (i.e. designers) try to use photo
illustrations or other representative graphic when they do not have a photograph
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that pertains directly to the story. However, as this research indicates, those
illustrations are rarely a point of interest for users.
Table 2
Types of Visual Elements that Accompany News Items Online
Sites
Pictures
Illustrations
Site 1 (THB)
Day 1
5
0
Day 2
2
0
Day 3
3
0
Total
10 (33.3%)
0 (0.0%)
Site 2 (AA)
Day 1
8
1
Day 2
9
0
Day 3
7
2
Total
24 (80%)
3 (10%)
THB= TheHeraldBulletin.com, AA=AnnArbor.com

None

Total

5
8
7
20 (66.7%)

10
10
10
30 (100%)

1
1
1
3 (10%)

10
10
10
30 (100%)

This study looked at how often the two news organizations studied used
photographs that pertained directly to the specific story on the page. The study
showed that the hypothesis was overwhelmingly correct. Most of the time (66%),
stories on TheHeraldBulletin.com did not have a picture with them, let alone a
picture that pertained directly to the specific story. On the other hand,
AnnArbor.com had pictures that directly pertained to the story 80% (24) of the
time. The site for the newspaper did not have any illustrations for stories, while the
site that is the primary product had three cases in which the only picture with the
story was representative or an illustration.
R3: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site produce videos
that are fastpaced and capture the attention of the user more often than news
organizations whose Web site is not the primary product.
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Video is relatively new to the Web. Until recently, a slow speed to access the
Web was a limitation to the amount of video that could be uploaded and viewed
online. However, in the past couple of years, broadband has penetrated a much
larger group of Web users, and video has become more important and prevalent on
the Web. In 2005, the service YouTube started. Only five years later, it holds
millions of videos that are viewed by millions of people daily. News organizations,
especially newspaper companies, have only recently started adding video content
on their sites.
This study found that The Herald Bulletin very rarely uses video with its
stories online. The last video uploaded to the site’s “Photos & Videos” section was
three days before the analysis started. The video before that was published almost
three weeks prior. Most of the videos are sports related. As it pertains to this study,
there were no instances in which video was used to enhance the news stories
analyzed on TheHeraldBulletin.com.
Table 3
Number of videos used on each site
Sites
Video
No Video
Site 1 (THB)
0 (0%)
30 (100%)
Site 2 (AA)
5 (17%)
25 (83%)
THB= TheHeraldBulletin.com, AA=AnnArbor.com
The journalists at AnnArbor.com used video more often than
TheHeraldBulletin.com to enhance their stories online. However, out of the 30
stories analyzed, only 5 (17%) had videos with them. None of the videos featured
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“talking heads,” which as noted before, is generally boring to audience members
(Nielsen & Pernice, 2009).
R4: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site and whose
primary product is another medium update their sites right before peak hours
with fresh content, but not during the peak hours as often.
As noted previously, the peak hours for both news sites are between 8 a.m.
and noon. The site for The Herald Bulletin experiences a peak between 8 a.m. and 9
a.m. and again around lunchtime (J. Schneider, personal communication, February
23, 2010), and the same is true for AnnArbor.com (A. Nash, personal
communication, February 23, 2010). For this analysis, each site was viewed once
between 11 a.m. and noon for the three days. Both sites use an automatically
generated timestamp to indicate what time a story is published online. Using these
timestamps, the analysis showed that both sites published most of the content right
before the peak hours at about 7:45 a.m. or slightly earlier, not during the peak
hours as previously hypothesized.
Table 4
Frequency of Updates During Peak Hours
Sites
Peak
Not Peak
Site 1 (THB)
Day 1
3
7
Day 2
1
9
Day 3
3
7
Total
7 (23.3%)
23 (76.7%)
Site 2 (AA)
Day 1
5
5
Day 2
1
9
Day 3
2
8
Total
8 (26.7%)
22 (73.3%)
THB= TheHeraldBulletin.com, AA=AnnArbor.com

Total
10
10
10
30 (100%)
10
10
10
30 (100%)
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About 27% (8) of the stories posted on AnnArbor.com were added during
peak hours. About 23% (7) of the stories on TheHeraldBulletin.com were added
during peak hours. However, on both sites the majority of stories were added
between 5 a.m. and 7 a.m., which allows the Web sites to have fresh content before
the peak hours start.
R5: News organizations whose primary product is the Web site publish
specifically local content for the site slightly more often than news
organizations whose Web site is not the primary product.
As indicated previously, audience members go to local news Web sites
because the sites are often the only places for them to find out information about
their community; thus, community news Web sites should place a significant
emphasis on published local, originally reported news. The analysis found that both
sites do produce local content for the Web more often than they post news wire or
national content.
Table 5
Number of locallyproduced stories
Sites
Local
Wire
Site 1 (THB)
30 (100%)
0 (0%)
Site 2 (AA)
28 (93%)
2 (7%)
THB= TheHeraldBulletin.com, AA=AnnArbor.com
Less than 7% of the stories published on TheHeraldBulletin.com were from
the news wire The Associated Press. All of the stories published on AnnArbor.com
were locally produced.

Part 5: Discussion
Analysis
The results of this analysis can be attributed to the way each organization
runs. Based on the analysis and previous work experience with both companies, the
results emphasize that the newspaper company focuses on the print product
primarily. The most obvious indication of this is the lack of pictures and video that
complement stories on the Web site. Because the newspaper’s first priority is the
print product, photographers and designers use most of their time and energy on
the needs of the print edition. If a story has a picture in the newspaper, it will
probably have a picture online. However, this means that if the story in the
newspaper does not need a graphic element, the story online will not have one.
The same is true of video. A newspaper cannot print video, and thus the
company whose newspaper was the primary product did not post any video during
the period of this analysis. As explained earlier, video online is still a fairly new
concept, and many community news companies do not have the equipment, staff, or
training to shoot, edit, and post videos on the Web.
The result of no graphics, pictures, or video, is a text‐heavy page that can be
construed as boring to the audience. According to Nielsen and Pernice (2009), pages
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should be visually interesting to keep an audience. Pictures and videos are only a
couple of several ways to do this. The same research suggested other ways to break
up a page such as chunking information instead of designing it all in a homogenous
format and providing headings for each section.
Also, the results indicate that both sites were catering to the audience by
posting information immediately before high‐traffic hours. Peak hours, as described
earlier, happen when professionals get to work (8 a.m. to 9 a.m.) and again around
lunchtime. Both sites used in this analysis seemed to use these peak hours as
guidelines of when to post content. The sites also published mostly local content,
which also indicates that the companies are trying to provide stories and
information that larger, national sites do not. For AnnArbor.com, the business model
is based on the idea of “hyperlocal” news, which means that the main news priority
for the site is proximity. According to this mindset, people can find stories from the
Associated Press or other wire services elsewhere on the Web.
Limitations
It is important to critically evaluate the results and the whole study. This
study has limitations that should be taken into account when considering the results
and their implications. Some of these limitations can be used as starting points for
future research.
This analysis aimed to show the current state of professionally produced
community news on the Web. Out of the hundreds of professional news Web sites
updated daily in the United States, only two were used in this study. The sample size
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can be seen as a limitation as it represents only a small portion of the number of
professional news Web sites in the country. These two sites were used as
representations of traditional community news Web sites. However, both come
from medium‐sized Midwestern cities. Sites based in larger cities and in different
regions could garner much different results. Other sites and other regions report for
audiences with different needs and interests than those who live in these
Midwestern cities.
The number of stories analyzed can also be considered a small sample size,
as they are only part of an ongoing process of news telling that continues daily all
over the country. In the entirety of this study, 60 news items were analyzed.
However, these items were completely dependent on the staff size and productivity
of each organization; the amount of news happening in each city; and the editorial
process at each organization putting the content on the Web. Staff size could change
the result of on how many stories are reported and how many of those stories make
it to the Web product.
The study was done over a 10‐day period in February and March 2010. Days
were chosen at random during this time period. However, no major news event
(such as a Super Bowl or a large earthquake) happened during this research period.
Major news events change the dynamics of a newsroom dramatically. Despite the
“hyperlocal” mentality of AnnArbor.com, if a national news event had happened, the
staff would have been assigned stories to localize the national event. The same is
true of The Herald Bulletin. If the research period had been over a longer period of
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time, there could have been a larger possibility that a major news event would have
happened, thus changing the statistics collected.
Future research
Further research of community news is needed to confirm and expand on the
information found during this study. A larger content analysis that includes more
community news sites and more news items over a longer period of time is
necessary to show a trend in community news. Wang (2006) suggested that when
performing a content analysis of online news, the best sample to test consistency of
a news Web site would require collection of at least 50 samples over a random six‐
day period from each site. By researching sites for a longer period of time and
collecting more samples from each site, the researcher can investigate the site’s
consistency with each item (Wang). Also, further research might include the Web
sites of broadcast news companies, as they are only recently using the Web as a
market for new audience members. Future research could compare trends between
newspaper Web sites and broadcast Web sites.
The news and the Web are changing at such a quick pace that a study like this
one quickly becomes obsolete as new technology and new storytelling methods are
used to disseminate news. Nielsen and Pernice (2009) noted in their study that the
presentation of multiple media on the Web has increasingly improved in the past
decade and users have come to expect more. The way people view and use the
multimedia content on a Web site will most likely change even more in the next
decade.
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The technology used to disseminate news has changed dramatically in the
past decade as well. Newspapers and television stations have become part of an
intricate system of media used to find out information. This study mainly focused on
the Web sites of two news organizations being viewed on a computer screen. Future
research should take mobile devices and other systems into account.
Finally, the majority of previous studies had researched a national audience,
and thus, national news sites. More research is needed in the area of community
news and community news outlets, as the majority of news is disseminated through
them. Specifically, a researcher should compare locally‐owned newspapers such as
The Elkhart Truth to conglomerate‐owned newspapers such as those owned by
Gannett or Scripps.
Conclusion
This analysis suggests that some community news Web sites are using
techniques described by Web experts as effective means of usability and
communication for content and aesthetics on their sites. This implies that
companies without the financial means to pay for extensive focus groups and
usability testing such as The Herald Bulletin can still stay with the trends on the
Web.
However, these standards are bound to change as technology continues to
advance. Only a few years ago, pictures were difficult to load on a Web page. Now, a
Web page without some graphic element is considered boring. Soon sites without
video will suffer from the same classification. As broadband penetrates more and
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more of the Internet user population, more interactive elements and videos will be
expected to keep the attention of audience members.
As this technology becomes more prevalent, companies that disseminate
community news will need to invest far more in the Web. Hiring Web‐specific staff
such as interactivity developers, Web writers, and video editors, is just one of many
needs that must be addressed at these local news companies. While some suggest
training current staff to perform these functions, it is important to note that a
separate staff emphasizes the importance of the Web site. That emphasis on the
Web is what differentiates a news organization that can adapt to change and one
that cannot. Ultimately the organization that cannot adapt will fail.
A factor in the news’ slow move to the Web is the lack of a successful
business model for Web‐based news companies (Garrison, 2005). While
AnnArbor.com is attempting to create a successful model, it has yet to prove that the
business model is sustainable. When transitioning from The Ann Arbor News to
AnnArbor.com, the company cut hundreds of staff members. Because of the lack of a
successful, sustainable business model, companies that still primarily produce a
newspaper have been reluctant to produce online‐only content (Salwen, 2005).
However, the need and audience is present for online news. As online news
becomes even more prevalent to Americans, these companies will have to adapt and
offer online exclusives that include investigative reports. “Online news sites will
have to offer original news if they are to evolve into more legitimate and original
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news resources in their own right and become more than promotional outlets for
parent media outlets” (Salwen, 2005).
Online, news can be supplemented with powerful elements that add to the
content in a news story. With added content such as videos and interactive graphics,
audience members can easily become more informed about their community and
the issues that affect them. “Independent sites such as Salon and Slate show that
there is an audience for in‐depth, original online news” (Salwen, 2005). Knowing
this, community news sites should take more initiative to produce in‐depth reports
about issues and people in their community.
An example of this type of news reporting might come in the form of short
photo‐based documentaries like those on the site MediaStorm.org, which has been
very successful in creating meaningful, impactful narratives about issues that face
people throughout the world. Despite an obvious bias for the underdog, the stories
featured on MediaStorm are informative, yet capturing.
Another example of this type of storytelling is the short documentary Alhur:
The Free Ones. This narrative follows the same ideas as those on MediaStorm.org;
however, the documentary and the Web site for the documentary were made over a
long period of time by a small group of people. This documentary follows the lives of
a family of Iraqi refugees as they try to adjust to American culture and lifestyles. The
documentary uses this family as representatives of a group of people in the United
States. They have the same problems as thousands of other refugees throughout the
country; however, their locality to the Indianapolis area makes the story much more
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prevalent to audience members in the Midwest. This story also brings a war that is
thousands of miles away back to the United States and into the lives of Americans.
On the Web site for the documentary (www.thealhurs.com), there are several
short videos and interactive graphics for people to use to find out more about the
Iraqi family and the Iraqi refugee situation in America. The videos on this site are
less than three minutes long. As studies have shown, highly produced, short‐form
videos are gaining popularity online (Rick, 2009). This site provides that type of
content to complement the long‐form story in the documentary.
Newspapers and other news Web sites should consider projects like this for
their Web sites. A project like this one could be done by a small staff at a community
news office. Stories like this are available in every community, and while they take a
long hours and investigative reporting, sites like MediaStorm have shown that there
is an audience for these types of investigations and narratives. Adding a short video
does not require much more than a reporter having a video camera with them at
interviews and events. For TheAlhurs.com, the short videos came from content that
could not be used in the documentary. If not for the Web site, this content would
have stayed on the tapes never to be seen again.
Journalists on the job hunt are continually being asked for skills in multiple
media platforms, but the evidence of these skills has yet to be realized online.
Companies should take the initiative to give each reporter a camera and really push
for multimedia content. Prior experience at AnnArbor.com showed that the
company placed more emphasis on getting that extra content for the Web site;
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while, experience at The Herald Bulletin showed a much larger emphasis on filling
space in the newspaper, leaving multimedia behind. Of course it is important to note
that The Herald Bulletin staff does not have the training or the equipment necessary
to easily produce video for the Web.
In summary, community news sites should take more initiative to be present
on the Web. Having a Web site with the news that was in the newspaper is not
enough. Online, sites should have interactive elements that complement the stories
and help audience members relate to the stories. These sites should also invest in
long‐term, in‐depth, visual reporting, as there has been evidence of a demand for
this type of storytelling online. While a newspaper reporter can tell a very in‐depth
story in 40 inches of copy on newsprint, the audience is looking for the depth but
with visuals that keep their attention. They are seeking a narrative that they can
relate to and that tells a compelling story, while at the same time explains a
complicated process in terms they can relate to and understand.
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